PRINCETON LEADS SCORERS

Marine Combination in One Alpha Sigma Phi Lead Red Division—

SMOKER TONIGHT—Winston.

Bating to Meet Tonight at 8:00. University will gain

this season. This will be held at the head of the various

vehicles that the Club has used, but the Mask and Wig have

finally decided to set up driving tests under the South Stand of Franklin Field in the early part of next week. This will

make it possible for the members of the teams to get into their stride earlier than they would have been forced to wait

until the spring delayed sufficiently to allow

in Suturday night the Mask and Wig have lately

been decided to be held in the Forest. the

two-weeks stand ill the Forest, the

annual rush for the

HURDLES PRACTICE ON FRANKLIN FIELD

Long Jump, Hurdler and Sniper Display Excellent Early Season Form

In spite of the snow and mud on Franklin Field and the pruning winter which has been practiced

regularly since Monday afternoon. Thus for the

workout has been very light, consisting of running the hur-

ders and having them run a lap around the

Continued on Page 68

HURDLES PRACTICE ON FRANKLIN FIELD

Continued on Page 68

NEW MEN ENROLL FOR PRESENT TERM

An announcement recently was made by the Office of Admissions that about 150 new men have been

admitted for the Fall that Franklin Field tonight.

The purpose of this receiv-

ing notice, which is

Continued on Page 86

FRATERNITIES CONTINUE COURT PLAY

Alph Sigma Phi Lead Red Division—Three Teams Tied for First Blue Section

ANNOUNCE GAMES FOR FRIDAY

After a short lapse of inertia caused by the inability of meeting season, the Inter-

collegiate Basketball League will probably receive its schedule of games tonight

Friday. Although few contests have been

played, there have been many from the ten

quartets starting in each division the probable number of the tournament.

In the Red Division Alph Sigma Phi is leading with three wins and a defeat which was in the Blue and

Blue Division, Phi Beta Delta and Sigma Phi Epsilon, Phi Beta Delta and Sigma Phi Epsilon are tied for first position,

all having won two games and lost one.

Throughout all of the contests in

society and interest has been shown by the various teams in battling for first place.

J. M. Kerleux, sponsor of the league, announces the schedule of games in the Blue

Division to be as follows: Red Division: 6:30 P. M. Sigma Alpha Chi vs. Phi Kappa Psi;

6:30 Phi Epsilon Phi vs. Beta Theta Pi; 7:00, Beta Sigma Phi vs. Sigma Alpha Chi; 7:30, Alpha Sigma Phi vs. Phi Gamma Epsilon; 8:00, Sigma Chi.

Fine Division: 6:30, Phi Beta Kappa vs. Sigma Lambda Chi; 7:30, Alpha Sigma Phi vs. Sigma Epsilon Chi; 8:15, Phi Epsilon Phi vs. Sigma Lambda Chi; 9:15, Beta Sigma Phi vs. Sigma Chi.

Thursday at 10:30 M. Theta Chi vs. Phi Beta Kappa.

VIGILANCE COMMITTEE TO RESUME WEEKLY MEETINGS

Will Convene on February 25 to Begin Intensive Campaign Against Fraternal Violators

ASK FRATERNITY CO-OPERATION

In accord with the vigorous campaign made upon the fresher freshmen for this season, the Sophomore Vigilance Committee will resume its weekly meetings on Thursday night, February 23.

At this meeting two of the fresher men have been named as choosing the two next weeks if it is to assume the importance that it has in former years.

During the past two weeks, which have been busy for the sophomores, pep

Continued on Page 86

DR. NEWTON LIKENS LENT TO MID-YEAR

Rev. Joseph F. Newton yesterday

Terminating his position as associate

intercollegiate basketball and am playing in the Pennsylvania basketball

division. The news is being well received by the students of Pennsylvania, who

are partial to the exhibitions of the

ball. The students of Pennsylvania, being

enjoyed by the athletic teams of the 

Continued on Page 67
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PRICE THREE CENTS

GOLDFURTH SAYS PHILADELPHIA "SEASON AND DEFILE" TICKETS "SEASON AND DEFILE" TICKETS

Will be presented this evening as the favorite opera by the Philadelphia Civic Opera Company. In combination with the Philadelphia Civic Opera Orchestra. All those who will attend may secure full season tickets on any ticket by applying to Mr. W. H. T. to name 100, College Hall.

Saturday night the Philadelphia Civic Opera Society, which has for its slogan, "We are Philadelphia, Philadelphians," will give its second performance of the season in "La Boheme." The seats for this will be held by the University students, and the tickets for which must be obtained by Mr. W. H. T. at College Hall.

ASSIGNMENT OF TIX TONIGHT

Tue drama, "Vergleich," will be presented this evening at the Oberammergau Passion Playhouse by the Oberammergau Passion Playhouse. The play, "La Boheme," will be held at the same time and will select the seats to be produced. Details of the exact

writing project will also be held at the same time and will select the seats to be produced. Details of the exact

the Pennsylvania in the latter part of this week.
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Saturday night the Philadelphia Civic Opera Society, which has for its slogan, "We are Philadelphia, Philadelphians," will give its second performance of the season in "La Boheme." The seats for this will be held by the University students, and the tickets for which must be obtained by Mr. W. H. T. at College Hall.

ASSIGNMENT OF TIX TONIGHT

Tue drama, "Vergleich," will be presented this evening at the Oberammergau Passion Playhouse by the Oberammergau Passion Playhouse. The play, "La Boheme," will be held at the same time and will select the seats to be produced. Details of the exact
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Every time there is an announcement that some one else's life has been saved through the use of the thrombocytopenic plasmas, we are apt to give a snicker. We think an invention of this sort for rescuing little objects which have fallen into our path, might prove equally as beneficial, if not as widely useful, as the thrombocyte salvarsan. If the same principle could be applied to greater benefits in bankruptcy or if it were used to prevent local preparations and staple under banes, or the kicks which are never regretted when the operator gives the wrong number.

Now that the Wile-Langan match is over the people in California will most likely get a little sleep.

It seems as though every so often Fox has to dish up a genuine little pillow joke for soft consumption. On Friday the delaying game was driven up at Rutgers, after which the event the numbers are to be guessed at the Rutgers Junior Press. And the poor unfortunate Rutgers men who have no emotional ability whatever will stand around outside, forced to join whatever crowd they can in creating the joke by arguing in their impressionistic way with the Princetonian men, indeed instead of.

At Keck's this week the headline is called Berlin's ex-Lieut. We have not seen the bill, but anything that will throw any light on the struggle for Ellen Mackay's hand, a third party in the case will do double prose interesting.

Light laurels the wolf away from bits of friction daily news.

A school has been established in Pella which teaches women to cook calmly, gracefully and, if possible, monetarily. We are right behind this movement. In fact, in a case of this kind, we might even be caught giving an opinion in favor of cooperation.

The millions who move to work every morning in the New York subway, and who take the noisy woman who lives on the campus as a pampered, courted victim, who complained when they moved the women students' library to Bennett Hall.

The Battle Cry

"I am trying to decide between one other place and this."

The freundza who has been wearing these more to Helen Wills says perhaps she will take some pride of him here that she has failed to beat Mississie.

A panel was created in a class of women students the most recent of the many that in the past, and that which in the brilliant occasion, should cause the production to be particularly amusing. This plan is a notable step forward and should please people with more brains from the beginning.

"Let us be content to mine the near coal, to trade the largest innovations to weaving and the largest quantities of cotton, but amid the secrets of the pick, the thrums of the lumber, the mules of the mine and the roar of machinery, take note that the immortal mechanism of God's own hand—the mind—is still full trained for the highest and thickest service."—John Woolminton.

The light opera on the program Following a season which was marked by a series of triumphs, the Glee Club of the University is about to embark in a new field of endeavor. This season will be the presentation of the popular light opera, "Finian," by Gilbert and Sullivan, which has delighted audiences for many years. Although the date has not as yet been set for the performance, it will probably be held in one of the regular spring musical concerts, some time in May. This innovation will make a more colorful feature in a brilliant season than the former spring concerts, which, however, were very popular.

In a note of "Finian" will be a concentration of the most talented men in the Glee Club and that which in the brilliant occasion, should cause the production to be particularly amusing. This plan is a notable step forward and should please people with more brains from the beginning.

Most Reasonable Prices on the Campus for ALARM CLOCKS FOUNTAIN PENS STATIONER REPAIRING OF WATCHES, JEWELRY, OPTIC, GOODS, FOUNTAIN PENS. EVER SHARP!
NOTICES

Class Register—All students must report at the Class Register Office before 12:30.

For Immediate Wear

OVERCOATS $60 - $65 - $70
TO BLUNT WINTERS SHARPEST, FIERCEST BLASTS—
TO KEEP AS WARM AS TOAST IN THE WILDEST WEATHER.

BUTTON UP IN ONE OF THESE HUSKY OVERCOATS.
WOOLY AND WARM—BEAUTIFULLY TAILORED OF
ENGLISH MATERIALS AND DIED IN THE SEASON'S CORRECT SHADES.

E. J. SPRINGER OPTICAL CO.

OPTOMETRISTS AND MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS
959 Market Street
Keesey-Kennard Scientific
Leases Equipped
Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M., M. W. Wed. until 8 P.M.

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3493 Walnut Street

Lunchmen 11:30 to 1 Closed Sunday Dinner 7:00 to 9:00

PYLE & INNES
LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS
1115 WALNUT ST.

Distinctive Clothes
A welcome again to the boys of Penn. Your every effort is appreciated, whether in Class, Full Dress, or Overcoats.

Our reputation for good clothes at moderate prices is well-known and you will do a mistake in placing your order here—

Best suits in town at $45 to $65.

CARPET'S
PARK CARPET MILLS
JOHN GAYS SON Inc.
Philadelphia

Carpets

PARK CARPET MILLS

PHILADELPHIA

RUGS

QUALITY OF fabrics, INGENUITY OF SUPREMACY OF craftsmanship
in our clothes achieves the distinction
that is sought.

S. C. CHASE

114 S. LEWIS ST.

Philadelphia

GILBERT & BACON

Photographers

1624 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia

Brooke making arrangements for personal photographs; call and get our special rates to University Students.

CORRECT SHOES FOR EVERY OCCASION

ONLY A FEW MORE OPPORTUNITY DAYS

If you've ever praised Georgetown's Clothes—Shoes—they take only a minutes consideration to show you the real saving you do in purchasing them in the same store.

THE STUDENT'S STORES

GIVEN ADDRESS

DOUGHERTY'S SPORT SHOP

PYLE & INNES

THE PENNSYLVANIAN
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WARREN'S
Importing Tailors
3425 WALNUT STREET

Fine Worsted Suitting
$40.00
Imported and Domestic Cashmiers
Suits and Topcoats
$40.00
Tuxedo all Silk Lined
$40.00

WE ARE OFFERING WHILE THEY LAST ABOUT 40 SAMPLE SUITS IN UNFINISHED WORSTEDS AND CASHMIERS. IF YOU SHOULD BE THE LUCKY SIZE
AT $25.00

Two Weeks Delivery in all Regular Orders

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-26 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA

Our catalog, presenting new and distinctive models in Men's Shoes, will be mailed to you upon request. All mail orders receive prompt and careful attention.

RED AND BLUE PASSERS
MEET CORNELL SATURDAY

PARENTS PRIME FACTOR
IN SELECTING COLLEGE

TOM O'NEILL
Typing Researches a Specialty
SEE ME AT BEASONS

THE COPPER KETTLE
3433 Walnut St.
LUNCHEON 40c DINNER 75c
Chicken Waffle Dinner
Wednesday and Saturday

AWARD YOURSELF
the C.C.S. Degree!

THE C.C.S. degree represents the highest degree in the field of self-enjoyment, attained at Cornell College, Ithaca. The "course" is the Atlantic— to London, Paris and the European Continent! The "term" is four weeks or longer— just as you please. A delightful ocean voyage on a magnificent Cunarder— the enjoyable companionship of other students—a test of the old world! A summer degree worth taking, especially since the cost is only $170 to $190.

Round Trip TOURIST THIRD CABIN
WALTER D. ADAMS
Cumrd Line U. of P. Campus
* z Morgan Dorm, and Ml Bar, 9080 Philad'llpl

CUWARD & ANCLION LINES
220 So. 16th St., Phila
or Local Agent*